Week 1, no
FETS at this
point.
Introduce
later

Week 1 diode model,
transistor as a switch,
Beta, Load line,
Characteristicurves.
Week 1
Biasing
techniques,
simple base
bias, emitter
bias,
collector
feedback
bias, VDB

T1. Single stage discrete
amplifier d.c. characteristics
- Risk and safety
- Field effect transistors (FET) and
Bi-junction transistor ( BJT) circuit
symbols
- Quiescent (Q) point
- Biasing methods for BJT and
FETs
- Circuit theory for BJT and FETs
- Verification of performance of
BJT and FET amplifier circuits

Week 1 and 2 Stability,
thermal runaway, DC
feedback, build several
BJT model circuits to
confirm biasing needs.

Week 5 Balanced
line, split voltage,
single ended, double
ended, common
base / common
collector pair,
voltage and current
with differential BJT
amps, construct and
or use differential
amplifier and test
and troubleshoot.

Week 2 & 3, Malvino SS gain, small part
of transfer curve, clipping, symmetry, nonlinearity, diode model blown up..H
parameters, R parameters Equations for
gain (simple base bias andVDB only)
Zin, Zout, emitter bypass, frequency
response

T2. Single-stage discrete
amplifier small signal
characteristics
- Small signal gain
- Gain measurements
- Overdrive conditions

Week 6, Gain stabilisation and
frequency response with
negative feedback, different
models explained, needs for,
and construction and or
application and troubleshooting.

T5. Differential amplifiers
- Differential amplifier concept
- Typical circuit operation
- Differential and common-mode
gain
- Common mode rejection
- Constant current and voltage
sources
- Verification of circuit operation

Final
Assessments

STK hybrid
amplifier modules,
DC coupling and
repair industry
headaches, Class
D amplfiers with
PWM and
comparator with
LPF in O.P.

Week 2, pnp
vs npn
amplifier
biasing
polarities
and
introduce
cascading

T9. Other solid state power
amplifier design
- Transformer coupled power
amplifiers
- I.C. power amplifiers
- Class D power amplifiers

T6. Negative feedback
- Concept of negative feedback
- Effects of negative feedback
- Negative feedback configurations
- Amplifier gain and negative
feedback

T3. Capacitive coupling in
single-stage discrete amplifiers
- Coupling capacitor functions
- Coupling capacitor effect on low
frequency response
- Emitter\source bypass capacitor
effect on low frequency response
- Verification of circuit operation
and frequency response ( eg. Bode
Plot).

Week 7 recap cutoff, active and
saturation and present class A, B, C
and variants for AB. The power
amplifier and push pull transformer
model. Power efficiency, crossover
distortion with poor biasing.

T7. Introduction to classes of
power amplifier operation
- Power efficiency
- Classes and applications
- Crossover distortion
- Class AB operation
- Heat sinking

Transformer
coupled push pull
to week 7

72 Hours @ 8
hours per
week, 9 weeks
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There is little time for
assessments in this unit so
they are all pushed to the
back of week 9

Week 4, FETS part
1, pinchoff, voltage
control, Idss,
transconductance,
finding Q point

Week 4, capacitive
coupled amplifier vs DC
amplifier, miller
capacitance,BW,
construct and or
troubleshoot multistage
BJT amp.

T4. Multistage amplifier
coupling methods
- Coupling methods
- Total gain
- Bandwidth considerations
- Verification of circuit operation

Week 8, Single rail quasi complementary
symmetry, dual rail complementary symmetry,
Darlington, diode stacking in bias circuits,
load line calculations, critical balancing to
protect speaker systems. If time permits,
MOSFETS

T8. Complimentary symmetry
power amplifiers
- Biasing and crossover distortion
- Power efficiency
- Quasi-complimentary and
Darlington output configurations
- Complete amplifier operation
- D.C. operating condition
calculations
- Verification of circuit operation

